Ascended Masters
The demon "Prey incisor" is as the incisor teeth that an animal
uses to tear up tissue in having found its prey. Once the false hierarchy
groups have caught their prey, there is a fog placed over them. This fog
is created by the decrees to the false hierarchy which produce grids and
forcefields of darkness over not only the community at headquarters
and over the nation's capitol to bring about the aggressive mental
suggestion but also among its members.
The demon then is able to reach into their forcefields and tear
open what is the sacredness of teaching by having the aggressive
mental suggestion telling them the lies of seed of serpent. When a
person is about to leave the Twelfth Planet group, you know that they
begin a campaign in calling you to cause you to stay in the nets of the
false hierarchy.
An astral messenger does not have these grids and forcefields of
darkness over himself as he already does the will of the false hierarchy.
Those entrapped there see that he seems to have a greater freedom and
they continue to follow him as they themselves are under the grids and
forcefields of darkness thinking he will free them as their shaman.
These can be seen as the fog in their eyes and aura.
This is the destructiveness of the demon. These caught cannot go
forward, they are as prey that are there to be robbed of their Light, they
cannot go towards the ascension. They do not see a path ahead, they
have the confusion. They have the heavy fog from the aggressive
mental suggestions that the grids and forcefields produce.
They have lost the love.
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When El Morya calls them home, they do not feel the love to move.
They are not sure, they do not act as a normal person who would greet
the unbenched Guru not having seen him in a decade.
They are lost behind an astral fog. They are caught in the nets of
the false hierarchy. They feel they must check with the astral messenger
before leaving. They truly believe he is next to God under this fog. They
are not able to see he is propped up by the false hierarchy. His power
and might in starting the group is due to the false hierarchy that is
behind him that gives him the tidbits of entertaining astral dictations.
They in this fog worship the astral messenger in an idolatry as a
shaman that controls the forces of nature. They look at the shaman as
one who will provide guidance as they themselves cannot move to the
left or to the right so entangled are them in these nets that the demon
has caught them in and has his incisor teeth ready to devour them
should they leave the nets.
These have the indecision and self-justification. They have the
depression of one who would not go forward from these inverted
patterns of the chakras. True chelas hear of a simple request that
Archangel Michael would like one to give the 40 Michaels or the 144
decrees and they obey immediately. To them there is no backtalk. There
are to them no questions asked. There is no delay in answering
Archangel Michael. There are no considerations to consider. They have
unconditional obedience, unconditional love, do any unconditional work
to give whatever Archangel Michael would need as a decree song
service.
These nets are in the physical realm that are as tentacles from the
astral. It comes out of the false prophet groups who serve the false
hierarchy. Those called to do what is a simple 5 second call to the great
loving being Archangel Michael cannot do it as the aggressive mental
suggestion of the false hierarchy has a greater hold.
This demon is also the groundhog. In those of the drug culture,
these are they who tear apart society's foundations. The fog around
them is the marijuana and drug fog, the rock and rap fog, the
promiscuity fog, that they are not able to see the reality that is sane.
This animal mindlessly goes about a industrious work, to dig up ground
that is around homes and the homes collapse, causing ecological
disaster over a vast territory.
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